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NEW QUESTION: 1
In a customer's VPLEX Metro environment, a host has been
provisioned as a single virtual
volume from cluster-1. The customer now needs to convert the
local virtual volume to a distributed device.
How can the customer accomplish this?
A. Add an unused virtual volume from cluster-2 as a remote
mirror to the virtual volume on cluster-1
B. Enable remote access to an unused device from cluster-2 and
add it as a remote mirror.
C. Enable remote access to an unused virtual volume from
cluster-2 and add it as a remote mirror.
D. Add an unused device from cluster-2 as a remote mirror to
the virtual volume on clusterAnswer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2

Which of the following link can run PPP instead of HDLC?
(Multiple Choice)
A. MSTP
B. ATM
C. ISDN
D. E1
E. PSTN
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
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A. å•½
B. æœ¬å½“
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following is used to perform a root cause
analysis?
A. Scatter plot
Reference
http://asq.org/learn-about-quality/cause-analysis-tools/overvie
w/overview.html
B. Pareto diagram
C. Bar chart
D. Ishikawa diagram
Answer: D
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